Match Racing Rules Working Party Report to Racing Rules Committee
October 2020

This working party reviews the rules associated with Match Racing (Appendix C) and answers Rapid Response Calls regarding match racing.

Call Book

This year is focussed on reviewing the Match Racing Call book. The working party is finalising the 2021-2024 Match Racing Call Book to reflect the new racing rules and to try and provide a consistent approach to how the calls are presented.

The Call Book will now be a yearly publication with the calls being published each calendar year. This will do away with the complexity of the annual supplements. This decision was made as evidence shows that most sailors and umpires use the PDF version of the book, rather than a published copy. Changes within the 2021-24 cycle will be noted in the callbook.

Rapid Response Calls

Two rapid-response calls were answered since October 2019. On review these have not been published. The working party is following this up with the WS office.

Match Racing Rules

In reviewing the call book, the working party identified one call that required a submission. The Chairman of the RRC has made this submission.

Thank you

As the chair of this working party, I wish to thank the members for their work and positive approach to managing the tasks assigned to the group over the last 4 years.
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